Statistical temperature molecular dynamics: Application to coarse-grained β-barrel-forming protein models
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Recently the authors proposed a novel sampling algorithm, “statistical temperature molecular dynamics” (STMD) [J. Kim et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 050601 (2006)], which combines ingredients of multicanonical molecular dynamics and Wang-Landau sampling. Exploiting the relation between the statistical temperature and the density of states, STMD generates a flat energy distribution and efficient sampling with a dynamic update of the statistical temperature, transforming an initial constant estimate to the true statistical temperature $T(U)$, with $U$ being the potential energy. Here, the performance of STMD is examined in the Lennard-Jones fluid with diverse simulation conditions, and in the coarse-grained, off-lattice BLN 46-mer and 69-mer protein models, exhibiting rugged potential energy landscapes with a high degree of frustration. STMD simulations combined with inherent structure (IS) analysis allow an accurate determination of protein thermodynamics down to very low temperatures, overcoming quasiergodicity, and illuminate the transitions occurring in folding in terms of the energy landscape. It is found that a thermodynamic signature of folding is significantly suppressed by accurate sampling, due to an incoherent contribution from low-lying non-native IS in multifunneled landscapes. It is also shown that preferred accessibility to such IS during the collapse transition is intimately related to misfolding or poor foldability. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2711812]

I. INTRODUCTION

The potential energy landscape (PEL) of complex systems is characterized by a multitude of local minima separated by barriers.1 Thus conventional canonical simulations using Monte Carlo (MC) or molecular dynamics (MD) algorithms can fail to sample the thermally significant phase space within a reasonable computational time, due to broken ergodicity.2,3 To mitigate this problem, several advanced sampling methods have been developed such as multiple histogram reweighting,4 multicanonical or entropic sampling,5,6 replica exchange method or parallel tempering,7,9 and the Wang-Landau (WL) random walk algorithm.10 Recently, a feedback iteration algorithm has also been proposed to improve the efficiency of the broad histogram method11 and parallel tempering.12

While the various algorithms differ substantially in detail, the common goal is to calculate the density of states, $\Omega(U)$, representing the degeneracy of available energy levels, where $U$ is the potential energy; all thermodynamic quantities can then be calculated from the canonical partition function, $Z_{\text{cano}}(\beta) = \Sigma \Omega(U) \exp(\beta U)$, $\beta = 1/k_BT$, $k_B$ being the Boltzmann constant. Recently, Wang-Landau sampling10,13 has attracted considerable interest, due to its conceptual framework and ability to facilitate fast equilibration by generating a flat distribution in potential energy. Several modified versions, combined with the configurational temperature14 or transition-matrix algorithm,15 have been applied to problems of phase transitions in lattice spins,10 vapor-liquid equilibria of fluids,14,15 biomolecules,16–18 and Lennard-Jones19 and spin glasses.13

The basic idea of WL sampling is most similar to that of multicanonical sampling5 in that both methods achieve a flat energy distribution employing a weight, $w(U) = 1/\Omega(U)$, which permits the system to visit otherwise rarely sampled regions via a random walk in energy. However, the density of states is not known a priori, so it is determined by an iterative procedure.5,6 The distinguishing feature of WL sampling is its update scheme for the running estimate $\tilde{\Omega}(U)$. Every time that an energy $U$ is visited, $\tilde{\Omega}(U)$ is multiplied by the modification factor $f(>1)$, $\tilde{\Omega}(U) \rightarrow f\tilde{\Omega}(U)$. This operation biases the acceptance probability $A(r \rightarrow r') = \min[1, \tilde{\Omega}(U)/\tilde{\Omega}(U')]$, where $U = U(r)$ and $U' = U(r')$, and causes the system to move to less explored energy regions. In contrast to the recursive refinements for $\tilde{\Omega}(U)$ in multicanonical sampling, the dynamical update of $\tilde{\Omega}(U)$ enables a faster exploration of configuration space and a direct estimate of the true density of states in the asymptotic limit of $f \rightarrow 1$.

In spite of many successful applications of WL sampling, nontrivial modifications are required for continuum and large systems.15,20 In particular, the discrete representation of $\Omega(U)$ on an energy grid can cause an accumulation problem21,22 when the density of states shows a narrow entropic bottleneck. This tendency becomes more severe for large systems, where a huge number of energy bins is required to cover an increased range of $\Omega(U)$. To resolve this...
problem the original method has been recently modified to use a continuum density of states with a kernel function update.\(^2^3\)

Another obstacle is the absence of a MD algorithm capable of handling the dynamic modification of the sampling weight. Prior implementations of WL sampling have been based upon MC. This reduces the applicability of the method to more complex systems where effective MC moves are not available. One attempt\(^1^7\) has been made to use a short molecular dynamics simulation for the generation of trial moves using importance sampling with the density of states estimate $\hat{\Omega}(U)$. However, this is still far from a genuine MD algorithm generating a deterministic trajectory.

Recently, we proposed the “statistical temperature molecular dynamics” (STMD) algorithm,\(^2^4\) which integrates Wang-Landau sampling\(^1^0\) and multicanonical MD (Ref. 25) via the statistical temperature. STMD relies on the well-known thermodynamic relationship between the density of states and the statistical temperature.\(^2^6\)

$$T(U) = \left[ \frac{\partial \ln \Omega(U)}{\partial U} \right]^{-1}. \quad (1)$$

With use of Eq. (1), a flat energy distribution is obtained via the systematic refinement for the statistical temperature estimate, $\hat{T}(U)$, rather than the density of states estimate, $\hat{\Omega}(U)$. Applying the basic WL idea to the finite difference form of Eq. (1) yields a robust update scheme, transforming an initially constant $\hat{T}(U)$ to the true statistical temperature $T(U)$. The updating of $\hat{T}(U)$ is intrinsically nonlocal, refining $\hat{\Omega}(U)$ concurrently at not only the visited state but also its neighborhood, and is easily implemented into molecular dynamics simulations through a force scaling combined with a Nose-Hoover thermostat.\(^2^7\) STMD is applicable to complex systems with rough energy landscapes, overcoming the slow convergence and the unknown weight dependence of multicanonical MD.

In the present paper, we first examine the performance of STMD in the 110-particle Lennard-Jones fluid, with diverse simulation conditions. The accuracy of STMD simulations with a stepwise interpolation function for $\hat{T}(U)$ is tested by comparing reweighted thermodynamic properties with the results of conventional canonical MD. We find that the rate of convergence of STMD can be considerably accelerated with the use of a large energy bin, with no deterioration of statistical accuracy.

Second, the applicability of STMD to biomolecular simulations is explored in coarse-grained $BLN$ 46-mer\(^2^8\) and 69-mer\(^2^9\) protein models, in which a rugged potential energy landscape hampers the computation of thermodynamic behavior at low temperatures. It is shown that STMD yields accurate thermodynamic properties down to very low temperatures and that the thermodynamic signatures of folding are strongly influenced by the sampling efficiency in a multifunnel energy landscape.

The inherent structures\(^3^0\) (IS) are the local minima of the PEL and serve as discrete states for continuous systems. An instantaneous configuration belongs to the IS to which it maps upon minimization. STMD sampling and the IS approach make a powerful combination for proteins. We refer to the lowest energy IS as the ground state and to the others as excited states; a subscript indexes the IS and their properties in order of increasing energy. Protein folding occurs when, by some criterion, the “native state” is reached. Native IS, including the ground state, share the structural motif of the native state and belong to the folding funnel.

We previously found\(^3^1\) that the occupation probabilities of individual low-lying IS become finite below the collapse transition. Excited state occupation probabilities remain non-negligible below the previously estimated folding temperature, blurring the folding signature with an incoherent contribution of non-native IS to the thermodynamics. There exists a temperature interval in which the occupation of non-native IS exceeds the native occupation, and the extent of this interval strongly correlates with frustration on the PEL. The connection between the preferred occupation of non-native IS after collapse and poor foldability of $\beta$-barrel-forming proteins is further explored in the following.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the basic formulation and the detailed simulation protocols of STMD are presented. The implicit connection of STMD to the original multicanonical MD and WL samplings is also verified through the one-to-one mapping between $\hat{T}(U)$ and $\hat{\Omega}(U)$ using stochastic sampling dynamics. In Sec. III, the basic advantages of STMD are examined for the 110-particle Lennard-Jones fluid by varying the energy bin size. In Sec. IV, STMD is applied to the $BLN$ 46-mer and 69-mer model proteins. Folding is investigated in terms of equilibrium and inherent structure thermodynamics. The conclusion and a brief summary are presented in Sec. V.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

A. Dynamical update method for the statistical temperature

Our study begins with the thermodynamic relationship between the microcanonical entropy, $S(U)=\ln \Omega(U)$, and the statistical inverse temperature, $\beta(U)=1/T(U)$,

$$S(U) = \int^U \beta(U')dU'. \quad (2)$$

Throughout this paper we set $k_B=1$. Since $S(U)$ is uniquely determined, up to a constant, as a functional of $T(U)$, it is natural to seek a WL-type sampling driven by an iterative refinement of the statistical temperature, rather than the entropy or the density of states.

Thus, we introduce the running estimate for the statistical temperature,

$$\beta(U) = 1/\hat{T}(U) = [\delta \hat{S}/\delta U], \quad (3)$$

where $\hat{S}(U)=\ln \hat{\Omega}(U)$ is the entropy estimate. On an equally spaced energy grid $U_j=G(U_0/\Delta)\Delta$, with bin size $\Delta$ and $G(x)$ returning the nearest integer to $x$, the multiplicative WL operation of $\hat{\Omega}_j \rightarrow \hat{\Omega}_j \hat{\Omega}_j$ reduces to $\hat{S}_j \rightarrow \hat{S}_j + \ln f$ for a visit to “state” $j$ with energy $U_j$. Combining this algebraic operation with the central finite difference approximation for Eq. (3),
\[ \delta t S_{ij} = \beta_j = 1/2 \Delta, \]

we obtain the dynamic update scheme for the inverse temperature,
\[ \tilde{\beta}_{j} = \tilde{\beta}_{j+1} + \delta f, \]

with \( \delta f = \ln f/2 \Delta \), and the prime denotes the updated values.

Except for phase transition regions in finite size systems, the true inverse temperature \( \beta(U) \) monotonically decreases to zero as the energy increases. This means that the estimate could go negative, with consecutive subtractions by \( \delta f \), when the system visits the same energy state repeatedly. To avoid this problem, Eq. (5) is further transformed by taking the inverse and rewriting it in terms of \( T(U) \),
\[ \tilde{T}_{j+1} = \alpha_{j+1} \tilde{T}_{j+1}, \]

where \( \alpha_{j+1} = 1/(1 + \delta f \tilde{T}_{j+1}) \).

Equation (6) is very suggestive in that (i) the scaling operations of decreasing \( \tilde{T}_{j+1} \) and increasing \( \tilde{T}_{j+1} \) transform \( T(U) \) so that it converges to the monotonically increasing \( T(U) \), (ii) the scaling factor \( \alpha_{j+1} \) approaches unity at low temperature, allowing a fine tuning of \( T(U) \) even with repeated visits to the same energy state due to a localized energy distribution and trapping in local minima, and (iii) the “edge” effect\(^{34} \) can be avoided by restricting updates for \( T_j < \tilde{T}_j < T_k \) and maintaining \( \tilde{T}_j = T_k \) and \( T_k \) beyond lower and upper temperature bounds \( T_j \) and \( T_k \), respectively. The constant temperature estimates at both ends of the energy region under study cause the system to sample canonical ensembles with temperatures \( T_j \) and \( T_k \) respectively.

### B. Implementation into molecular dynamics simulation

Since STMD updates the intensive variable \( T(U) \), rather than \( \tilde{S}(U) \), it can be naturally combined with a molecular dynamics algorithm using the generalized ensemble simulation technique,\(^{25} \) in which a non-Boltzmann sampling is attained by scaling the potential and maintaining the kinetic energy at a reference inverse temperature \( \tilde{\beta}_0 = 1/T_0 \). Considering the generalized ensemble associated with the weight,
\[ w(U) = e^{-\tilde{U}(U)}/d\tilde{U} = e^{-\tilde{\beta} \phi(U)}, \]

as a canonical ensemble with the effective potential \( \tilde{\beta}(U) = T_0 \tilde{S}(U) \), MD with the effective potential plus the dynamic modification for the temperature estimate yields STMD. The forces are constantly adjusted by an energy dependent scaling factor, \( \gamma(U) = T_0/\tilde{T}(U) \),
\[ \tilde{T}_i = \gamma(U) f_i, \]

where \( f_i \) is the force on particle \( i \) without the scaling. The velocity distribution is maintained at the reference temperature \( T_0 \), using a Nose-Hoover thermostat.\(^{27} \) The result is a trajectory sampling the weight \( w(U) \) in configurational space,\(^{35} \) with a probability density function (PDF) obeying
\[ P(U) \sim e^{\tilde{S}(U) - \tilde{S}(U)} = e^{\int U \tilde{\beta}(U') dU'}, \]

where \( \delta \beta(U) = \beta(U) - \tilde{\beta}(U) = \delta T(U)/(T(U) \tilde{T}(U)) \), \( \delta T(U) = \tilde{T}(U) - T(U) \),

Initially the force scaling factor, \( \gamma(U) \), is changing and the trajectory is not in equilibrium.\(^{40} \) Every time a flat energy distribution is obtained with a given \( f \), the simulation is repeated with a reduced modification factor, \( \sqrt{f} \), starting from the previous temperature estimate. In the asymptotic limit of \( f \rightarrow 1 \) (or \( \delta f \rightarrow 0 \)), detailed balance is recovered and the running estimate \( \tilde{T}(U) \) converges to the true \( T(U) \), producing an equilibrium trajectory subject to the weight in Eq. (7).

The stationary sampling dynamics leading to Eq. (9)\(^{36,37} \) can be described as diffusion in energy, modeled by a Langevin equation,
\[ \dot{\delta T} = \delta \beta(U) + \eta(t), \]

where \( \eta(t) \) is the random force. The coincidence of \( \tilde{T}(U) \) with \( T(U) \) realizes a random walk by canceling the deterministic force, \( \delta \beta(U) \). For a weakly nonstationary case, where the modification of the temperature estimate per time step is small due to a small \( \delta f \), i.e., \( \delta f \tilde{T}(U) \ll 1 \), one may see how the systematic bias in \( \delta \beta(U) \) allows escape from a trap. For example, if the system gets confined in some energy region near \( U_j \), the accumulated operations of Eq. (6) on the several corresponding visits to \( U_j \) create statistical temperature gradients of \( \delta \beta_{j+1} < 0 \) and \( \delta \beta_{j+1} > 0 \), which form an outgoing probability flux from \( U_j \) and assist the system to escape. Consequently, the system moves freely through the accessible energy range.

### C. Correspondence between the temperature estimate and the entropy estimate

When the simulation has converged, thermodynamic quantities can be calculated by determining \( \tilde{S}(U) \) from Eq. (2). However, note that \( \tilde{T}(U) \) is only defined on the grid points \( U_j \), while the force scaling factor \( \gamma(U) \) requires a continuum description. Furthermore, the integrand \( \tilde{\beta}(U) \) in Eq. (2) shows a very steep variation at low temperatures, so a direct numerical integration for \( \tilde{S}(U) \) is undesirable. Here we present two interpolation methods which provide off-grid values of \( \tilde{T}(U) \), yielding continuum entropy estimates by analytic integration.

#### 1. Staircase temperature estimate

We first applied the simplest staircase interpolation,
\[ \tilde{T}(U) = \sum_i \tilde{T}_i \theta(U - \tilde{U}_{i-1}) \theta(\tilde{U}_i - U), \]

with \( \theta \) being the Heaviside step function and \( \tilde{U}_i = (U_i + U_{i+1})/2 \), denoting the energy midway between the grid points. Since the stepwise estimate is constant for each energy bin, the entropy estimate is straightforward.
\[ S(U) = \int_{U_i}^{U} \tilde{\beta}(U') dU' = \sum_{j=1}^{i} \frac{A}{T_j} + \frac{(U - \tilde{U}_{i-1})}{\tilde{T}_i}, \] (12)

for \( U \in [\tilde{U}_{i-1}, \tilde{U}_i] \). Here \( U_i \) is an arbitrarily defined lower integration limit. Then, under the scaling operation for \( \tilde{T}(U) \) on the visit to \( U_i \), the entropy estimate is modified as

\[ \tilde{S}'(U) = \begin{cases} 
\tilde{S}(U) + \delta(U - \tilde{U}_{i-2}) & \text{for } U \in [\tilde{U}_{i-2}, \tilde{U}_{i-1}] \\
\tilde{S}(U) + \delta\Delta & \text{for } U \in [\tilde{U}_{i-1}, \tilde{U}_i] \\
\tilde{S}(U) + \delta f(\tilde{U}_{i+1} - U) & \text{for } U \in [\tilde{U}_i, \tilde{U}_{i+1}] \\
\tilde{S}(U) & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} \]

Thus, on a visit to state \( i \), the entropy estimate always increases for the \((i-1)\)th bin, is shifted by the constant \( \delta\Delta \) for the \(i\)th bin, and linearly decreases towards the original value at the \((i+1)\)th bin, clearly demonstrating that our update scheme, Eq. (6), is nonlocal for \( \tilde{\Omega}(U) \).

### 2. Linear temperature estimate

The second interpolation method is to connect successive grid points linearly,

\[ \tilde{T}(U) = \tilde{T}_j + \lambda_j (U - U_j), \] (13)

for \( U \in [U_j, U_{j+1}] \), where \( \lambda_j = (\tilde{T}_{j+1} - \tilde{T}_j)/\Delta \) is the slope of the linear segment connecting \([U_j, \tilde{T}_j]\) and \([U_{j+1}, \tilde{T}_{j+1}]\). Linear interpolation is particularly appropriate at low temperatures, where the heat capacity is nearly constant, but the sequence of consecutive interpolations also enables a faithful representation of \( \tilde{T}(U) \) corresponding to a phase transition. Equation (13) yields a continuum entropy estimate by an analytic integration,

\[ \tilde{S}(U) = \int_{U_j}^{U} \tilde{\beta}(U') dU' = \sum_{j=1}^{i} L_j(U_j) + L_{i+1}(U), \] (14)

where \( i' = i-(i-1) \) for \( \tilde{U}_{i-1} \leq U \leq U_j \leq U_i \) and \( L_j = \lambda_j^{-1} \ln[1 + \lambda_j (U - U_j)/\tilde{T}_j] \).

Denoting \( \tilde{\Omega}_j = e^{\tilde{S}(U_j)} = \Pi_{j=1}^{i} y_j \), \( y_j = \exp(f(U_j)) \) yields \( \tilde{T}(U) = \tilde{T}_j \), the scaling operation of Eq. (6) upon a visit to state \( i \) modifies \( \tilde{\Omega}_j \) by multiplying it by the nonuniform modification factor \( f_k \) for \( k \in [-1, 2] \),

\[ \tilde{\Omega}_{i+k} = f_k \tilde{\Omega}_{i+k}, \] (15)

where \( f_k = \Pi_{j=1}^{i+k} q_j (= y_j/y_{j'}), \) with \( y_{j'} \) being evaluated at the updated \( \tilde{T}_j \). By expanding the exponent of \( y_j = \exp(\Delta/\tilde{T}_j) \) around \( \tilde{T}_j \) to first order with respect to \( \Delta = \tilde{T}_j - \tilde{T}_{j-1} \leq 1 \), and using \( \tilde{T}_j = \tilde{T}_{j=1} \pm \delta f_{j=1} \), we identified \( q_{j=1} = f(\tilde{T}_{j=1}; \tilde{T}_{j+1}) \), \( q_{j=1} = 1/2f(\tilde{T}_{j=1}; \tilde{T}_{j+1}) \), and \( q_{j=1} = 1/2f(\tilde{T}_{j=1}; \tilde{T}_{j+1}) \).

Since both \( q_{j=1} \) and \( Q_{j=1} \) are always greater than 1 while both \( Q_{j=1} \) and \( Q_{j=2} \) are always less than 1, the update operation creates an upward curvature in \( \tilde{\Omega}_j \) around the visited \( i \)th state. By taking the approximation \( \tilde{T}_j/\tilde{T}_i \approx 1 \) for \( |j - j'| = 1 \), Eq. (15) is further simplified to the symmetric operation for the entropy estimate, \( \tilde{S} = \tilde{S}_j + \ln f \) for \( j = i \) and \( \tilde{S}_j + \ln f \) for \( j = i+1 \), demonstrating again that the update of \( \tilde{T}(U) \) is intrinsically nonlocal.

### D. Reweighting

The combination of the fundamental Eq. (6) and the mathematical mapping between \( \tilde{T}(U) \) and \( \tilde{S}(U) \) through the smoothing of Eqs. (12) and (14) allows STMD to handle continuum systems regardless of the size, \( \Delta \), of the energy bin. STMD can maintain statistical accuracy with a large \( \Delta \), which is potentially very useful for systems having a large range of \( \Omega(U) \), while multicanonical-type simulations based on the accumulated histogram cannot afford a large energy bin, since the determination of the sampling weight is directly influenced by the statistical accuracy of the energy distribution, \( P(U) \). The significant slowing down of the convergence of WL sampling with increasing \( \Delta \) has been also pointed out in Ising spins and the Lennard-Jones fluid.

For a large \( \Delta \) the entropy estimate can be corrected as

\[ \tilde{S}'(U) = \tilde{S}(U) + \ln P(U), \] (16)

and an arbitrary canonical averaged observable \( A(\beta) \) can be determined as \( \int dU P_{\text{cano}}(U, \beta) A(U) \), with \( P_{\text{cano}}(U; \beta) = e^{S(U) - \beta U}/Z_{\text{cano}}(\beta) \) being the normalized canonical PDF.

Sometimes, it is more convenient to work with the raw data themselves instead of constructing a histogram for \( \tilde{S}(U) \) or \( P(U) \). This can be done by transforming the energy integral into the sum of states. Let us suppose that \( N \) samples (configurations or states) having the distribution \( P(U) \) have been generated from the simulation. The distribution is the product of the density of states and the normalized weight of the generalized ensemble. Then, the density of states is estimated as \( \Omega(U) = Z(\beta_s) P(U) e^{S(U) - \beta_s U} \), in which the energy sum has been transformed to the state sum with the identity, \( P(U) = (1/N) \sum_i \delta(U_i - U) \). Consequently, the canonical PDF is obtained as

\[ P_{\text{cano}}(U; \beta) = \sum_s \frac{\delta(U - U_s) e^{S(U_s) - \beta U_s}}{\sum_s e^{S(U_s) - \beta U_s}}, \] (17)

and the canonical ensemble average for the observable \( A \) obeys

\[ A(\beta) = \sum_s P(s; \beta) A(s), \] (18)

where \( P(s; \beta) = e^{\mathcal{F}(U_s)}/\sum_s e^{\mathcal{F}(U_s)} \), where \( \mathcal{F}(U) = \tilde{S}(U) - \beta U \), is the weighting function for state \( s \) and \( A(s) \) is the observable value.

One potential difficulty with Eq. (18) is that the numerator and denominator can become very large or very small due to the huge ranges of \( U \) and \( \tilde{S}(U) \), which can cause either numerical over- or under-flow in the computation. This prob-
lem can be avoided by assuming that $P_{\text{can}}(U; \beta)$ is localized with a Gaussian shape around the fixed point $U^*$, obeying $\tilde{T}(U^*) = T$. Then, the summation in Eq. (18) can be done without any numerical difficulty by subtracting the maximum value of $F(U) = S(U) - BU^*$ from the exponents of both the numerator and the denominator,

$$A(\beta) = \frac{\sum_s e^{F(U)_s - x}}{\sum_s e^{F(U)_s - y}} A(s).$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

### E. Detailed simulation protocols

Detailed simulation protocols for STMD are outlined as follows: (i) First determine the sampling range by selecting lower and upper temperature bounds of $T_l$ and $T_h$, respectively, and the kinetic inverse temperature $\beta_0$; typically, $T_0 = T_h$. Choose the energy bin size $\Delta$, and the initial modification factor $f_d = f - 1 < 1$, with $f_d$ measuring the deviation from the identity scaling. (ii) Perform the simulation with a standard integrator and thermostat set to $\beta_0$, supplemented by the scaling operations of Eq. (6) for the temperature estimate every time step, with initial guess $\tilde{T}(U) = T_h$, until a flat energy distribution is obtained. The flatness of histogram is determined by checking that the fluctuations are less than 20% of the average histogram $H_i$ [the histogram is the non-normalized $P(U_i)$] as $|\langle H_i \rangle - \tilde{H}| / \tilde{H} < 0.2$. In the initial stage of the simulation, the low energy end of the temperature estimate is flattened at specified time intervals as $\tilde{T}(U) = T_{\text{min}}$ for $U < U_{\text{min}}$, where $T_{\text{min}} = \tilde{T}(U_{\text{min}}) = \min(\tilde{T}(U))$. This boundary flattening accelerates the convergence by allowing the system to access an unexplored energy region very quickly through the canonical sampling at $T_{\text{min}}$. The initial simulation data are not taken into the accumulation of histogram $H_i$ until $T_{\text{min}}$ reaches $T_h$. (iii) Starting from the current estimate $\tilde{T}(U)$, repeat the same procedure, with a reduced convergence factor $\sqrt{\delta t}$, to obtain again a flat histogram. The iteration is terminated when $\delta t$ is sufficiently small, e.g., $10^{-5}$. (iv) Calculate thermodynamic properties using the entropy estimate, Eq. (16), or using Eq. (18).

### III. APPLICATION TO THE LENNARD-JONES FLUID

We first examined STMD in a Lennard-Jones (LJ) 110-particle system, at reduced density $\rho = 0.88$ and with the potential cutoff at $2.5 \sigma$, from $T_l = 0.7$ to $T_h = 1.8$, corresponding to a fluid region. The LJ fluid has also been used for testing different versions of WL sampling. 14,15 Three STMD simulations with different energy bin sizes $\Delta = 2, 4, \text{and } 16$ have been performed at $T_0 = T_h$ starting from $f_d = 0.00025$ and using the staircase temperature estimate of Eq. (11). As expected, the temperature estimate in the case of $\Delta = 2$ in Fig. 1(a) is dynamically modified and extended to reach $T_l$ at $3.9 \times 10^6$ MD steps, and $f$ converges such that $f_d < 10^{-8}$ after $1.4 \times 10^7$ MD steps. The corresponding energy sampling in Fig. 1(b) displays a typical random walk, sweeping the interesting energy region very frequently even with the vanishing $f_d$.

During the initial stage of simulation for $T_{\text{min}} < T_l$, the low energy end of the temperature estimate has been flattened every $2 \times 10^5$ MD steps as in Fig. 2(a) by enforcing $\tilde{T}(U) = T_{\text{min}}$ for $U < U_{\text{min}}$. The constant temperature estimate $\tilde{T}(U) = T_{\text{min}}$ (recall $T_{\text{min}} = \tilde{T}(U_{\text{min}}) = \min(\tilde{T}(U))$) generates a canonical sampling at $T_{\text{min}}$ for $U < U_{\text{min}}$ and assists the system to access the low energy region very quickly through the extrapolation of the entropy estimate, $\tilde{S}(U) = \tilde{S}(U_{\text{min}}) + (U - U_{\text{min}}) / T_{\text{min}}$, as in Fig. 2(b). The initial sampling speed slows down by 2.5 times without the low energy flattening. Note that the initial modification factor in STMD is very

![Fig. 1: (a) Temperature estimate $\tilde{T}(U)$ and (b) energy $U$ as a function of MD steps for the initial stage of a STMD simulation of the 110-particle LJ fluid with $\Delta = 2$ and initial $f_d = 0.00025$.](image1.png)

![Fig. 2: (a) Temperature estimate $\tilde{T}(U)$ and (b) corresponding entropy estimate $\tilde{S}(U)$ as a function of the low energy flattening every $2 \times 10^5$ MD steps for 110-particle LJ fluid with $\Delta = 2$ and initial $f_d = 0.00025$.](image2.png)
close to unity due to the restricted sampling range of \(\bar{T}(U)\), in contrast to WL sampling, which usually begins with \(f=\epsilon\) to cover a large range of \(\bar{U}(U)\). Accordingly, after the first iteration (4.4 \times 10^6 MD steps), both \(\bar{T}(U)\) and \(\bar{S}(U)\) have almost reached their convergent values with \(f_d < 10^{-8}\) (1.4 \times 10^7 MD steps) in Fig. 2(b).

When \(\Delta\) increases to 16, the temperature estimate \(\bar{T}(U)\) in Fig. 3(a) shows a staircase modulation due to the discrete energy grid, which is directly reflected in the fluctuations of the energy histogram \(H(U)\) in the inset of Fig. 3(a). However, the overall flatness of the histograms confirms that STMD is applicable with a large energy bin. Furthermore, the reweighting gives the same entropy estimate in Fig. 3(b) regardless of \(\Delta\). The energy PDF, \(P(U)\), has been computed by collecting the simulation data of 3 \times 10^6 MD steps with \(f_d < 10^{-6}\). The variation of the temperature estimates is less than 10^{-5} with this modification factor, so we assumed that the weight is fixed. The internal energy \(U_{\text{ave}}(T) = \langle U \rangle_T\), with \(\langle \cdots \rangle_T\) being the canonical ensemble average at \(T\), and the heat capacity \(C_U(T)\) in Fig. 4 show good agreement with the canonical sampling results for 10^7 MD steps. The relative errors of the internal energy, i.e., \(\epsilon = |(U_{\text{ave}} - U_{\text{cans}})/U_{\text{cans}}|\), are less than 0.0004.

The convergence of STMD is accelerated by two factors. One is the low energy flattening, which increases the initial sampling speed by allowing the system to access an unexplored energy region more rapidly through the canonical sampling. The other is the continuum description of the entropy estimate combined with an adjustable energy bin size. Since the flat histogram condition can be more easily achieved for a large \(\Delta\), the rate of convergence can be enhanced greatly without harming the statistical accuracy. We quantified the rate of convergence by plotting \(\log f_d\) as a function of the number of MD steps. The flatness of the histogram has been checked every 10^5 MD steps. The time required for the first reduction of \(f\) has been shortened from 1.5 \times 10^7 to 4.2 \times 10^6 MD steps with the application of the flattening with the same \(\Delta=2\) and \(f_d=0.00025\) in Fig. 5(a).

In the asymptotic limit of \(f_d \to 0\), where the dynamic modification of \(\bar{T}(U)\) is negligible, STMD reduces to the generalized ensemble sampling with the fixed weight \(w(U) = \exp(-\tilde{S}(U))\). In this limit, the constant temperature estimate for each energy bin \(U_i\) produces a canonical sampling corresponding to the temperature \(T_i\) and the resulting energy distribution is directly influenced by the staircase behavior of \(\bar{T}(U)\) for a large \(\Delta\). Thus the overall PDF is obtained as a superposition of the canonical ensemble samplings represent-
presented by Gaussians centered at stationary points of \( \delta \beta(U^f) = 0 \), i.e., \( T(U^f) = \bar{T} \). Indeed, the energy distribution on finer grids in the case of \( \Delta = 16 \) in Fig. 5(b) shows clear structures and a characteristic correspondence with the variation of

\[
\delta T(U) = \bar{T}(U) - T(U) = \bar{T}(U) - T_{\text{ave}}^{-1}(U),
\]

where we identified the exact statistical temperature \( T(U) \) by \( T_{\text{ave}}^{-1}(U) \) obtained by inverting the functional relationship \( T_{\text{ave}}(U) = U \) from the equivalence of microcanonical and canonical ensembles.\(^{26}\)

The stationary points of \( P(U) \) correspond to the crossing points of \( \bar{T}(U) \) and \( T(U) \), satisfying \( \delta T(U^f) = 0 \), which are also the zeros of the deterministic force \( \delta \beta(U) \) in Eq. (10). The deterministic force simplifies to \( -\delta T(U)/T^2 \) around the stationary points \( U_i^* \) and creates a biased probability current to the energy-decreasing (increasing) direction for \( \delta T(U) > 0 \) (\( \delta T(U) < 0 \)), which is the dynamical origin of the formation of local maxima and minima in \( P(U) \) at stable and unstable zeros corresponding to \( k(U_i^*) = (\partial \bar{T}(U)/\partial U)(\partial \bar{T}(U)/\partial U)|_{U_i^*} \) < 1 and > 1, respectively.\(^{36}\) On the other hand, in the case of \( \Delta = 2 \) in Fig. 5(b), the effect of the discrete energy grid on \( \bar{T}(U) \) is negligible and the sampling dynamics produces an almost uniform distribution by creating more densely distributed fixed points \( U_i^* \).

### IV. APPLICATION TO COARSE-GRAINED PROTEIN MODELS

Next, we consider the more challenging problem of protein folding. Despite recent advances,\(^{39,40}\) simulations describing both the protein and the solvent remain computationally very demanding. Thus a simplified description, incorporating the main features of real proteins, but reducing the number of degrees of freedom significantly through a coarse graining, remains quite useful. In this study, we have chosen the off-lattice Honeycutt-Thirumalai \( \beta \)-barrel BLN model,\(^{28}\) denoted by \( \beta \text{BLN} \), as a testing system for STMD, since this model has been extensively studied and provides a good example of a rugged energy landscape, which cannot be correctly sampled by conventional MC or MD simulations.

The primary sequence is composed of three types of beads, hydrophobic (\( B \)), hydrophilic (\( L \)), and neutral (\( N \)), and the potential energy is obtained by summing harmonic bond-stretching and bond-angle terms, torsion-dihedral potentials, and nonbonded interactions. The former three interactions determine a local, secondary structure, and the nonbonded interactions determine an overall tertiary structure. We used the same potential form and parameter set as reference.\(^{40}\)

Dimensionless length, energy, and temperature are defined through the collision diameter \( \sigma \) and the well depth parameter \( \epsilon \) of the nonbonded attractions.

#### A. \( \beta \)-barrel 46-mer

The primary sequence of the \( \beta \text{BLN} \) 46-mer is \( B_N(L_B)B_N(L_B)N_B(L_B)L \) with a four-stranded \( \beta \)-barrel global energy minimum. It has been intensively studied\(^{28,32,41-47}\) in terms of its kinetics, thermodynamics, and potential energy landscape. Due to the presence of a high degree of energetic frustration, the 46-mer has been also used as a benchmark to test various global optimization algorithms.\(^{40,48}\) More recently, replica exchange MC combined with principal component analysis has been applied to explore the local structural diversity of this model protein.\(^{49}\)

We performed two STMD simulations using the different interpolation schemes of Eqs. (11) and (13) for the temperature range of \( T_f = 0.1 \) to \( T_b = 1.3 \) at \( T_0 = T_b \) with the initial modification factor \( f = 1.0005 \) and the bin size \( \Delta = 1 \). The temperature estimates in Fig. 6(a) converge to \( f_d < 10^{-7} \) after 10\(^6\) and \( 5.8 \times 10^7 \) MD steps, for the cases of staircase and linear interpolations, respectively, realizing the flat energy histograms in the inset of Fig. 6. Irrespective of the interpolation scheme, the convergent temperature estimates are quite similar and show good agreement with the inverse average energy, \( T_{\text{ave}}^{-1}(U) \), corresponding to the true \( T(U) \). The plot of \( \log f_d \) as a function of MD steps in Fig. 6(b) reveals that the linear interpolation scheme is more efficient in achieving a flat histogram, through a more faithful representation of the statistical temperature.

The energy sampling for the case of linear \( \bar{T}(U) \) in Fig. 7(a) displays a typical random walk, with very frequent sweeps of the entire energy range, even with a vanishing modification factor \( f_d < 10^{-7} \). The energy trajectory shows two separate sampling domains, corresponding to high energy extended states and low energy folded or collapsed states. STMD yields a broad sampling, even for very low temperatures down to \( T = 0.1 \), while most previous\(^{42,43}\) studies have been restricted to \( T \geq 0.3 \) due to glassy dynamics in the rough energy landscape, except for entropic tempering\(^{50}\) and replica exchange Monte Carlo.\(^{49}\)

The power of STMD may be further illustrated by examining the inherent structures (IS). In Fig. 7(a), 76 450
equilibrium configurations, saved every 10^3 MD steps, have been mapped to 45,616 IS using conjugate-gradient minimization until the energy variation becomes less than 10^{-5}. The global minimum, or ground state, has been exactly located at \( C_{XY} \), i.e., the heat capacity transition is identified by the peak in the energy fluctuations, associated with the peak at \( T_f \). Compared to these sophisticated optimization results, STMD estimated at \( T_f \approx 0.35 \), which is indicated by a peak in the order parameter fluctuations, \( \Sigma_{Q_0} = (Q^2) - \langle Q \rangle^2 \). The order parameter, \( Q \), measuring the structural similarity of a configuration to the ground state or global energy minimum, is

\[
Q = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i,j>i+4} \theta(\epsilon - |r_{ij} - r_{ij}^0|)
\]

where \( r_{ij} \) and \( r_{ij}^0 \) are the relative distances between beads \( i \) and \( j \) in the instantaneous configuration and the ground state, respectively. Here \( M \) is the normalization constant and \( \epsilon = 0.2 \) is the threshold value to take into account thermal fluctuations around the ground state.

The microscopic definition of the native state, which corresponds to a specific three-dimensional structure performing its biological function, is nontrivial in the potential energy landscape. It is not the minimum energy configuration, since thermal fluctuations always exist. The IS formalism automatically groups configurations which drain to the same IS, i.e., those that belong to the same basin of attraction, so it seems clear that configurations belonging to IS_0 are representative of the native state. It must also be considered that multiple IS, notably those near the bottom of the "folding funnel," can share the structural motif of the folded state.

One advantage of STMD is that, once we determine the entropy estimate \( \tilde{S}(U) \), any thermodynamic quantities can be calculated at an arbitrary temperature using the reweighting. Figure 8(a) shows the reweighted entropy estimates of both interpolation schemes, obtained by collecting simulation data with \( f_g < 10^{-7} \), and they are indistinguishable. As expected, the collapse transition, signaled by the slope variation of the convergent \( \tilde{T}(U) \) around \( U \approx 0.2 \) in Fig. 6(a), is exactly associated with the peak at \( T_f \) in the heat capacity \( C_{U\theta} \) in Fig. 8(b), which has been determined by the reweighting of 3.2
The thermodynamic signature of the collapse transition is more clearly demonstrated in $C_{UU}^\text{par}$, the partial heat capacity, which shows a small shoulder at low temperatures, but the overall coincidence for the whole temperature region confirms that the selected data set is well equilibrated.

The transitions occurring in protein folding can also be seen in inherent structure thermodynamics quantities, e.g., $Q_{\text{is}}$ and $Q_{\text{par}}$, using the energy data of 76,450 selected equilibrium configurations for BLN and 69-mer. In contrast to the sharp collapse transition consistent with the previous study, the folding transition is not clearly seen. The total order parameter $Q$ in Fig. 8(b) is monotonically increasing crossing $T_{\beta}$ and $T_{\phi}$, with no saturation behavior indicating a dominant occupation of the native state. The order parameter fluctuations $\Sigma Q_{\text{is}}$ are also monotonically increasing, with a small shoulder at $T_{\beta}$ and a very broad peak at $T=0.2$, far below the previously determined $T_{\beta}$. The folding transition has also been identified by thermal features such as a shoulder or peak in the heat capacity. However, Fig. 8(b) shows that the thermodynamic signature of the folding transition is almost entirely suppressed in $C_{UU}^\text{par}$ and is only detected as a small shoulder in $\partial C_{UU}^\text{par}/\partial T$ (not shown).

Recently, the folding temperatures have been reassigned to $T=0.27$ in a replica exchange Monte Carlo study, based on the heat capacity and the order parameter fluctuations. In fact, we find that the heat capacity $C_{UU}^\text{par}$ determined by a smaller data set shows similar behavior at low temperature, as in the magnified view of Fig. 10. However, one must take care with a procedure that amounts to deliberately using incomplete sampling. The smooth variation of the heat capacity at low temperatures and the suppression of the folding signature have also been observed with simulated tempering for the same system with a smaller bond-stretching constant.

With a database of IS in hand, a scatterplot in the order parameters $(U_{is}, Q_{is})$ [Fig. 11(a)] clearly reveals the multi-funnel structure of the landscape. We propose the scatterplot as an alternative to the disconnectivity analysis. Below $U_{is}<-45$ there exists an apparent energy barrier separating the folding funnel leading to the global minimum, in which conformations with $Q_{is}>0.7$ have been grouped together, from misfolded conformations with $Q_{is}<0.65$, which are more easily accessible from the main branch of collapsed states with $U_{is}>-30$. In our view, the low-lying IS in the folding funnel constitute the native state.

Low-lying non-native IS are found at termini of the misfolding funnel. They differ from the native state primarily through hydrophobic mismatches between $\beta$ strands due to variations in the loop regions. Folding means a dominant occupation of the native state, but the order parameter distribution $P(Q,T)$ in Fig. 11(b) reveals that there are still significant populations for non-native IS even at very low $T=0.11$. In addition to the peak at $Q=1$, corresponding to the native state occupation, $P(Q,T)$ shows several sharp peaks at $Q=0.3, 0.43,$ and $0.65$, at both $T=0.11$ and $0.17$, corresponding to the low-lying non-native IS seen in Fig. 11(a).

Furthermore, the largest occupation probabilities after collapse lie in the misfolding funnel, ranging from $Q=0.2$ to $0.6$, and population of the folding funnel begins below $T=0.3$.

TABLE II. Classification of sequences of secondary structures in both 46-mer and 69-mer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta$ strand</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
<th>6th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46-mer</td>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>13-20</td>
<td>24-32</td>
<td>36-46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69-mer</td>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>13-20</td>
<td>24-32</td>
<td>36-43</td>
<td>47-55</td>
<td>59-69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The order parameter $Q$ and the potential energy play central roles in characterizing the protein folding process. However, we have just seen that, in a multifunnel landscape, averaging over substantially occupied, structurally dissimilar, low-lying IS reduces the folding signatures significantly \(^{31}\) in $Q(T)$, $\Sigma_{QO}$, and $C_{UL}$. The averaging will not occur unless the algorithm employed can overcome quasiequilibrium. Our prior work showed \(^{24,55}\) that, below the collapse temperature $T_c$, thermodynamics is dominated by a finite number of low-lying IS. Then, with the usual indicators not working well, the occupation probabilities for individual IS can be particularly useful to elucidate a folding transition. To pursue these ideas we have calculated the canonical average occupation probabilities $p_i(T)$ by reweighting,

$$p_i(T) = \sum_s P(s; \beta) \delta_\Sigma(s-i),$$

where $s$ is the index for configurations taken from the STMD trajectory and $\delta_\Sigma(s-i)$ is nonvanishing only when configuration $s$ belongs to the basin attraction of IS. A somewhat related analysis based on macroscopic thermodynamic states determined by top-down free-energy minimization has been used to find hierarchical properties of the energy landscape in a small peptide.\(^{55}\)

The results are shown in Fig. 12. The main observations are that (i) the system begins to occupy low-lying IS with a finite probability as $T$ falls below the collapse temperature $T_c$; (ii) the ground state occupation $p_0$ is less than $p_1$ and $p_2$ over a “misfolding interval” extending from $T_c$ down to a new characteristic temperature which we have denoted \(^{31}\) by $T_{p0} \approx 0.34$, such that $p_0$ is the largest individual $p_i$ for $T < T_{p0}$; and (iii) there are still non-negligible populations for excited states down to $T \approx 0.1$.

The analysis of $p_i(T)$ confirms our expectation of blurred folding signatures, i.e., the monotonic increase of $Q(T)$ and the nonexistence of a peak in $\Sigma_{QO}$ crossing $T_c$. Furthermore, the dominance of $p_i$ ($i=1,2$) over $p_0$ below the collapse transition explains why global optimization of the 46-mer so often fails, leading to non-native or misfolded states. Indeed, IS$_1$ and IS$_2$ belong to “megabasins”\(^{44}\) associated with the misfolding funnel, which are more frequently visited in simulated annealing than the native state.\(^{40}\)

The slowing down of the folding process by trapping in non-native IS is strongly correlated with ergodicity breaking of the system. We found that conventional canonical MD cannot correctly sample the configurational space around and below $T_c$ and shows an initial condition dependence due to the ruggedness of the PEL. In Fig. 13(a) and 13(b), we plot the evolution of the IS of two independent canonical trajectories starting from initial configurations belonging to the ground (IS$_0$=-49.2635) and second excited states (IS$_2$=-49.1488) at temperatures $T=0.3$ and $0.4$, respectively. At $T=0.3$, the trajectory starting from IS$_0$ samples a restricted...
megabasin only, \( B_{\text{fold}} = \{ \text{IS}_0, \text{IS}_8, \text{IS}_{22}, \ldots \} \), belonging to the folding funnel with \( Q_{\text{is}} > 0.7 \). On the other hand, the trajectory starting from IS\(_2\) stays within another megabasin associated with the unfolding funnel with \( Q_{\text{is}} < 0.7 \). \( B_{\text{unfold}} = \{ \text{IS}_1, \text{IS}_7, \text{IS}_{11}, \text{IS}_{17}, \ldots \} \), during \( 5 \times 10^8 \) MD steps. At the elevated temperature \( T = 0.4 \), both trajectories show a short transient trapping and infrequent visits to the other megabasin. As the temperature increases to \( T = 0.5 \) in Fig. 13(e), the dynamics shows more frequent IS transitions crossing a strong barrier between \( B_{\text{fold}} \) and \( B_{\text{unfold}} \). This implies a broken ergodicity, with preferred accessibility to the non-native IS\(_1\) and IS\(_2\), leading to a substantial slowing down of folding below \( T < 0.4 \).

### B. β-barrel 69-mer

Recently, Rothstein and co-workers\(^{29,56}\) developed the automated histogram filtering method (AHF), which generates low energy states by combining a hierarchical clustering and repeated simulated annealing. The performance of AHF was tested\(^{29,56}\) for the βBLN 69-mer, an extended version of the 46-mer, with two additional beta strands. The primary sequence is \( B_0 N_3 (L B)_4 N_7 B_6 N_3 (L B)_3 L_4 \), for a six-stranded β barrel global minimum. Since energetic frustration in the βBLN model arises primarily from conformal diversity generated by hydrophobic mismatches of β strands and variations in the loop regions, the increased complexity of the 69-mer presents a more stringent test for STMD. The structural diversity and the thermodynamics of the 69-mer have also been studied in a massive replica exchange Monte Carlo simulation using 97 replicas ranging from \( T = 0.14 \) to 2.0 with \( 5 \times 10^7 \) MC sweeps for each replica.\(^{49}\)

Due to an increased energy range, we used a relatively large energy bin, \( \Delta T = 2 \), for the same temperature range used for the 46-mer, from \( T_0 = 0.1 \) to \( T_\beta = 1.3 \), with \( T_0 = 1.3 \) and \( f = 1.000 \, 25 \). The linear interpolation scheme for \( T(U) \) was applied to accelerate the convergence. The temperature estimate \( T(U) \) in Fig. 14(a) is in good agreement with the inverse average energy \( U_{\text{ave}}^{-1}(U) \) with the simulation converged to \( f_j = 10^{-5} \) after \( 2.1 \times 10^8 \) MD steps [Fig. 14(b)], and the flat energy histogram is shown in the inset of Fig. 14(a). The corresponding energy sampling in Fig. 15(a) displays several folding-unfolding transitions during \( 5 \times 10^7 \) MD steps with a vanishing modification factor \( f_j = 10^{-8} \).

The subsequent IS analysis in Fig. 15(b) locates the global minimum of the 69-mer at \(-99,189\), in agreement with the AHF study,\(^{29}\) and vigorous IS transitions confirm that STMD is very promising for sampling low-lying states, even in a more complicated PEL. We obtained 125 030 IS by minimizing 171 190 equilibrium configurations saved every \( 10^3 \) MD steps, subject to \( f_j = 10^{-6} \). The structures of low-lying IS differ only by the relative orientation of hydrophobic strands and loop regions. As with the 46-mer, Table I demonstrates that STMD finds more low energy IS than AHF as the energy increases from the ground state. With a rougher PEL, the 69-mer also has a larger number of local minima\(^{30}\) than the 46-mer.

The thermodynamics of folding is quite similar to the case of the 46-mer. The collapse transition is identified by the main peak in \( C_{UU}^\text{all} \) in Fig. 16(a) at \( T = 0.71 \), which is obtained by applying the reweighting to \( 1.2 \times 10^8 \) energy data. For comparison we also calculated the partial heat capacities \( C_{UU}^{\text{par}} \) and \( C_{UU}^{\text{par}} \) with the energy data of selected 171 190 equilibrium and IS configurations, respectively. As observed in the 46-mer, the partial heat capacity, \( C_{UU}^{\text{par}} \), shows several weak thermodynamic anomalies at low temperatures, which have been ascribed to the glass and folding transition temperatures.\(^{40}\) However, again, these thermal features are strongly suppressed by increasing the number of simulation data in the reweighting, as in the magnified view of Fig. 16(b). The overall coincidence of \( C_{UU}^\text{all} \) and \( C_{UU}^{\text{par}} \) at high temperatures implies that the discrepancies at low temperatures should be attributed to the statistics of the sampling data set.

![FIG. 14. (a) Convergent temperature estimates \( \bar{T}(U) \) using the linear interpolation scheme and reweighted inverse average energy \( \bar{U}_{\text{ave}}^{-1}(U) \) and resulting histograms \( H(U) \) (inset), and (b) log \( f_j \) as a function of MD steps for βBLN 46-mer.](Image)

![FIG. 15. (a) Energy trajectory and (b) corresponding IS plot beyond 3 × 10^8 MD steps, with \( f_j = 10^{-7} \), for βBLN 69-mer.](Image)
Before the collapse a broad transition is signaled by a peak in \( C_{UU}^{\text{all}} \) or a shoulder in \( C_{UU}^{\text{all}} \) at \( T=1.0 \). The partial order parameter \( Q_{i,4} \) and the fluctuations \( \Sigma_{i,4} \) in Figs. 17(a) and 17(b) reveal that this transition is mainly due to local ordering of the second, fourth, and sixth strands. Interestingly, there exists a strong correlation between the local-ordering transition and the native state topology. In both the 46-mer and the 69-mer, the advanced formation of even-numbered strands corresponding to outer parts of native \( \beta \) barrels is mainly associated with the local-ordering transition with a broad peak in the heat capacity. On the other hand, the secondary structures of odd-numbered strands forming inner contacts in native barrels are established through the collapse transition.

As with the 46-mer, the thermodynamic signature associated with folding is not clearly seen in \( C_{UU}^{\text{all}} \) or \( C_{UU}^{\text{all}} \) in Fig. 16(a). Only a small peak is observed in \( C_{UU}^{\text{all}} / \partial T \) and \( C_{UU}^{\text{all}} / \partial T \) at \( T=0.28 \). Furthermore (Fig. 17), the average order parameter \( Q(T) \) is monotonically increasing and the order parameter fluctuations \( \Sigma_{QQ} \) do not show any folding signature down to \( T=0.1 \), except for a small shoulder around \( T_0 \). This is even more monotone behavior than in the 46-mer, which shows a broad peak around \( T \sim 0.23 \) in \( \Sigma_{QQ} \).

Again, the smoothing and suppression of the folding signature in our enhanced sampling are due to the contribution of low-lying, non-native IS at low temperatures. The two-dimensional scatterplot [Fig. 18(a)] in \((U_{is},Q_{is})\) clearly demonstrates the extraordinary complexity of the 69-mer PEL, with several misfolding funnels competing with the folding funnel below \( U_{is} \leq -93 \). Below typical energies for collapse, the landscape bifurcates into several branches leading to dissimilar IS at the bottom of each branch. The nature of averaging in a multifunneled PEL is shown by the order parameter distributions \( P(Q,T) \) in Fig. 18(b). The peak in \( P(Q,T) \) is localized around \( Q \approx 0.1 \) above the collapse temperature and broadens, with a shift to \( Q \approx 0.3 \), crossing \( T_0 \). For \( T < 0.42 \) the distribution spreads out over several misfolding funnels and the folding funnel. The positions of the peaks of \( P(Q,0.1) \) correspond to the IS at the bottoms of the multiple
funnels in Fig. 18(a), implying that the contribution of the non-native IS to the thermodynamics is still non-negligible at $T=0.1$.

The average occupation probabilities in Fig. 19 reveal how the folding of the 69-mer is interrupted and slowed by the presence of non-native IS. Crossing $T^0$, $p_1(T)$ rises rapidly above $p_0$ and begins to decrease below $T=0.15$; $p_2$ also exceeds $p_0$ from $T^0$ to $T=0.25$. Remarkably, the native state occupation $p_0$ is still lower than $p_1$ down to $T=0.1$. This is in sharp contrast to the case of the 46-mer, in which $p_0$ surpasses $p_1$ at an intermediate temperature $T^0=0.34$. The persistent dominance of $p_1$ to $p_0$ down to $T=0.1$ should be attributed to the increased complexity of the PEL of the 69-mer; in this case all we can say about $T^0$ is that it is $<0.1$. Both IS$_1$ and IS$_2$ correspond to termini of major misfolding funnels in Fig. 18(a), explaining why $\Sigma_{ij}$ does not show any folding signature down to $T=0.1$. The existence of such a large misfolding interval will cause a substantial slowing down of folding through a kinetic trapping in misfolded states.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our recently proposed statistical temperature molecular dynamics algorithm (STMD) has been applied to the 110-particle Lennard-Jones fluid and $\beta$BLN 46-mer and 69-mer protein models to examine its performance and applicability to biomolecular simulations. The tests on the LJ fluid confirm that STMD works very well even with large energy bin sizes, with a considerable acceleration of the rate of convergence, while maintaining statistical accuracy.

The enhanced sampling of STMD combined with extensive IS analysis explicitly verifies a multifunnel structure of the potential energy landscapes of the $\beta$BLN 46-mer and 69-mer through two-dimensional scatterplots of the IS in $(U_{is}, Q_{is})$, and reveals various characteristics of protein folding in terms of equilibrium and IS thermodynamic quantities. The scatterplot provides a particularly clear picture of the energy landscape and is proposed as an alternative to connectivity analysis.

Below the collapse temperature, the protein thermodynamics is dominated by the contributions of a finite number of low-lying IS and its estimation is affected by the efficiency of sampling due to the energetic and entropic barriers between the folding and misfolding funnels. Thermodynamic folding signatures of both the 46-mer and the 69-mer are significantly suppressed by taking into account the contributions of non-native IS. This means that the conventional thermodynamic signatures, i.e., the heat capacity or the order parameter fluctuations, might not be applicable to characterize protein folding in multifunneled energy landscapes. We recently proposed a configurational entropy fluctuations as a thermodynamic indicator of folding under such circumstances.

The analysis of the average occupation probability, $p_i(T)$, for individual IS demonstrates that there exists a “misfolding interval,” $T^0 \geq T \geq T^*$, in which the occupation for non-native IS exceeds the native state occupation, and this interval is strongly correlated with the frustration or roughness of potential energy landscape. We believe that the existence and details of the misfolding interval are intimately connected to the intermediate and poor foldabilities, respectively, of the $\beta$-barrel-forming 46-mer and 69-mer through a substantial slowing down of folding with a long-lived kinetic trapping in misfolded states.
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